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Messing about in memory
Richard G M Morris & Michael D Rugg

In humans, recollection and familiarity represent qualitatively distinct kinds of memory. A recent study in Nature applied methods
commonly used in human research to rats and suggests that their recognition memory may consist of similarly distinct components.

Asked by Mole whether boats are much fun,
in Kenneth Grahame’s The Wind in the
Willows, Rat replies famously that “…there is
nothing—absolutely nothing—half so much
worth doing as simply messing about in
boats.” Rat goes on to describe the luxurious
picnics that he “always takes on these little
excursions” and to complain that the river is
so crowded nowadays that “it isn’t what it
used to be.” The tale is a wonderful if fanciful
parable of life, but what experience of mem-
ory does the humble rat really enjoy? A new
study by Fortin et al. published recently in
Nature1 raises the possibility that it may have
more similarities to human memory than
many have suspected to date.

At the heart of the issue is the important
distinction between familiarity and recollec-
tion. Somebody we see on holiday may seem
familiar to us, but we may only recollect
much later that the person wandering along
the beach is a colleague from home who
works in a nearby laboratory and with whom
we lunched only a few months ago. Evidence
from experimental psychology suggests that
in humans, recollection and familiarity
reflect qualitatively distinct kinds of memory,
each associated with a different form of men-
tal experience2. If this distinction applies to
humans, might it also apply to animals?

Rats have long been known to perform
well in a variety of ‘declarative’ memory
tasks3. However, in tests of spatial memory or
the recognition of specific sensory stimuli,
such as smell, it is possible that rats can dis-
criminate familiar and unfamiliar cues but
cannot truly recollect the past. That is, as
Tulving4 has argued, they might not engage
in “mental time travel” or have access to con-
textual information such as the scene or the
time of a learned event in the way that
humans do when remembering a specific
past event. Suddendorf and Corballis5 assert

that animals are “stuck in the present.” They
may be, and opinions differ on the subject,
but devising a definitive experiment to dis-
tinguish recollection from mere familiarity
has long been recognized as a challenge.
Animal awareness is a notoriously difficult
area experimentally, though a few success
stories such as demonstrations of “blind-
sight”6 and “metamemory”7, both in pri-
mates, indicate that progress can be made.

One method used to distinguish between
recollection and familiarity in humans is the
‘remember/know’ procedure introduced by
Tulving8, in which subjects must not only rec-
ognize whether a test item is ‘old’ or ‘new’ but
also judge whether recognition is accompa-
nied by recollection of the study context (a
‘remember’ judgment) or is merely based on a
sense of familiarity (a ‘know’ judgment).
Another procedure involves the estimation of
recognition memory ‘receiver operating char-

acteristics’ (ROCs), which come from the
application of signal detection theory to
recognition memory (Fig. 1).

ROCs plot the relationship between hit
rates (correct identifications of old items)
and false alarm rates (misidentifications of
new items as old) across different response
criteria, and are commonly derived in
humans by plotting hits and false alarms as a
function of the confidence rating assigned
to each recognition decision. Under the twin
assumptions that recognition judgments are
based on an assessment of the strength of a
continuous variable such as familiarity, and
that the variances of the familiarity distri-
butions of new and old items are equal,
ROC curves should be symmetrical.
Crucially, they usually are not, instead
showing an upward deflection as values of
the false alarm rate approach zero (Fig. 1).
According to one ‘dual-process’ model of
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recognition, this deflection arises because
the ROC curve is actually the sum of two
different curves: a continuous curvilinear
function corresponding to familiarity, and a
linear function reflecting the contribution
of recollection9. The recollection ROC curve
is linear because of the ‘all-or-none’ nature
of this form of memory, which acts as a
thresholded rather than a continuous func-
tion. The addition of this linear component
to the otherwise symmetric familiarity ROC
is responsible for the asymmetric ROC
curves characteristic of human recognition
memory judgments. In support of this
interpretation, estimates of the linear (rec-
ollective) and symmetric (familiarity) com-
ponents of ROC curves vary across different
experimental manipulations in a manner
similar to estimates obtained from the
remember/know procedure2.

What of the neural underpinnings of rec-
ollection and familiarity? According to one
view10, the qualitative distinction between
these forms of memory is honored within the
medial temporal lobe: the hippocampus is
necessary for recollection, but familiarity is
supported by adjacent medial temporal cor-
tex. According to an alternative view11, recol-
lection and familiarity depend equally on the
hippocampus and adjacent cortex. The evi-
dence from human amnesic patients with
seemingly selective hippocampal lesions is
contradictory. Whereas some reports
describe an apparent sparing of familiarity12,
others have found impairment of both com-
ponents of recognition13. Animal studies
may help shed light on this issue.

The new study by Fortin et al. takes 
the insights and methodology developed
through ROC analyses of human recognition

memory into the animal domain. The authors
show, for the first time, that recognition
memory performance in rats is also consis-
tent with a dual-process model. Rats were
trained to dig in small sand wells for a food
reward. The sand was adulterated with one of
a large variety of odors, and reward was avail-
able only if the odor was novel. A painstaking
training schedule, run over many weeks, was
created with appropriate choice trials to
enable quantitative measures of hits and false
alarms to be calculated. Using variation in the
difficulty (height of digging cup) and payoff
(reward magnitude) for digging appropri-
ately on choice trials, the authors obtained
three key findings: that ROC curves can be
generated for olfactory recognition memory
by rats, that the ROC curve is asymmetric in
normal rats, and that the ROC curve becomes
symmetric when hippocampal lesions are
made in the animals after training. Behavioral
data from normal rats is consistent with that
from humans who report ‘recollection’
(remembering rather than mere knowing),
and the data from lesioned rats resembles that
from amnesic patients with a selective impair-
ment of recollection.

These are striking observations, but do they
mean that rats can recollect? Reflect on the
following syllogism: humans who report that
they are recollecting display asymmetric,
curvilinear ROC curves; normal rats display
asymmetric, curvilinear ROC curves; ipso
facto, rats must be recollecting. This inference
is tempting but, of course, no more logical
than claiming that because a mole has four
legs and a rat has four legs, a mole must be a
rat. Fortin et al.’s observations do suggest
that, as is the case for humans, animal recog-
nition memory is not ‘process pure’ and may

consist of qualitatively distinct components.
Thus, future animal testing procedures
should attempt to distinguish between these
components of recognition memory, espe-
cially when trying to examine its neural sub-
strates. However, the unavoidable problem is
that we cannot ask a rat to report on the char-
acter of its awareness of memory. Whereas we
can establish an association between humans’
introspections and the quantitative functions
describing their memory performance, we
cannot do so for the rat.

There are, nonetheless, other questions
we might ‘ask’ a rat through suitable testing
procedures, not asked in this study but
important nonetheless in establishing just
how close the parallels are between animal
and human memory capacities. How long
ago did you smell that odor? Where did you
smell it? Were there any other animals
around and what else was happening at the
time? These ‘what, where, when’ criteria
avoid any reference to the animal’s state of
awareness14 and have been proposed by
Clayton and Dickinson15 for demonstrating
‘episodic-like’ memory in scrub-jays14,15. By
analogy with this terminology, the asym-
metric ROC curve for rats’ olfactory recog-
nition can be described as ‘recollection-like’
rather than definitive proof of an associa-
tion with a particular experience of
memory—a view with which both critic and
friend of this endeavor may yet agree5. The
new ROC evidence will surely spur efforts to
establish whether rats’ memory perform-
ance can meet Clayton and Dickinson’s (and
other) criteria for true episodic memory,
and, if so, whether these features of per-
formance are likewise impaired by hip-
pocampal lesions. In messing about with
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Figure 1  Signal detection theory and recognition
memory. (a) The equal-variance signal detection
model for familiarity-based recognition
judgments. Familiarity is conceived as a
continuous variable. The distributions of
familiarity values for old and new items are
assumed to be Gaussian and to overlap. The
subject judges an item to be old when familiarity
exceeds the response criterion and to be new
when it falls below the criterion. The relative
proportions of hits and false alarms are governed
by the placement of the response criterion. d´,
which measures the distance between the means
of the two distributions in units of their standard
deviation, is an index of the ability to discriminate
old from new items. (b) The symmetric ROC 
curve predicted by the equal-variance single-
process model. (c) The asymmetric ROC curve
that is predicted on the assumption that some
recognition judgments are made on the basis of
an ‘all-or-none’ recollective process rather than 
an assessment of familiarity.
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Imagine driving home through a city and
finding that the usual route is blocked by
construction. This new situation requires
that you change your behavior and choose
among alternate routes. Once the decision
has been made, it becomes necessary to
monitor the outcome of the new action to
determine its appropriateness. One possibil-
ity may turn out to be a dead-end road, forc-
ing you to choose another. Sometimes,
freedom of choice is limited: a truck tran-
siently blocking the left lane may force you
to try the right. Regardless, you still need to
find out whether each decision gets you
closer to the destination or not. Hence, there
is constant interaction between making deci-
sions and monitoring their outcome. It is
often necessary to take a detour through a
number of decisions and monitor their 
outcomes to reach a goal that cannot be
achieved directly.

In this issue, Walton et al.1 report comple-
mentary roles in the interaction between
decision making and performance monitor-
ing for two human frontal lobe regions: the
rostral cingulate zone (RCZ) of the anterior
cingulate cortex (ACC) and the orbitofrontal
cortex (OFC). Their study suggests that
activity in these regions depends on the
degrees of freedom in the choice of action
and on whether performance monitoring is
needed to guide future behavior.

The RCZ has been implicated in monitor-
ing one’s own errors or negative outcomes of
one’s actions2, but a number of recent 
publications extend its role to include being
part of a more general performance monitor-
ing system, signaling the need for a behav-
ioral change that optimizes action
outcome3–5. In contrast, the OFC has tradi-
tionally been associated with polysensory
evaluation of reward values associated with
events, but it also has many functions in
common with mesial frontal cortex, particu-
larly with the RCZ. A recent review6 suggests
that the lateral OFC is involved in monitor-
ing “punishers which when detected may

lead to a change in current behavior” (p.
361), reminiscent of the function proposed
for the RCZ.

Thus the RCZ, which is closely connected
to the motor system, is mostly involved in
monitoring self-generated actions and in sig-
naling the need for immediate changes of
behavior (performance monitoring). The
OFC, with its predominantly polysensory
inputs, seems to be involved in more general
monitoring of sensory events with respect to
their significance to the individual, even
when the event cannot be attributed to a self-
generated action (outcome monitoring).
Conceivably, the RCZ could be specifically
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memory and with ROC curves, Fortin et al.
have made an important discovery. The
trouble is that neuroscientists are like moles;
we tend to dig around, find things, get
excited yet—annoyingly to innovators—
remain skeptical.
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Decision making, performance and outcome
monitoring in frontal cortical areas
Markus Ullsperger & D Yves von Cramon

The rostral cingulate zone and the orbitofrontal cortex are active when people monitor the consequences of adaptively changing
behavior. A new fMRI study distinguishes their functions, implicating them in situations with different contexts and timing.
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Figure 1 Schematic of the two frontal regions implicated in monitoring functions. Both regions signal
the need for adjustments, but their involvement seems to differ with respect to the domain and time
course of the potential adjustments.
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